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Abstract—In this paper, we study steady flows in data streams,
which refers to those flows whose arrival rate is always non-
zero and around a fixed value for several consecutive time
windows. To find steady flows in real time, we propose a novel
sketch, SteadySketch, aiming to accurately report steady flows
with limited memory. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work to define and find steady flows in data streams. The
key novelty of SteadySketch is our proposed reborn technique,
which reduces the required memory space by 75%. Experimental
results show that SteadySketch improves the Precision Rate (PR)
by 81.1% and reduces the Average Relative Error (ARE) by
955.3× compared with the strawman solution. Finally, we provide
a concrete case: cache prefetch, and prove that SteadySketch
can effectively improve the cache hit ratio. All related codes of
SteadySketch are open-source and available at GitHub.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivation

Nowadays, network measurement and monitoring has be-

come a research hotspot in the network field. It provides

indispensable information for various network management

tasks, such as traffic behavior analysis [1], [2], quality of

service/experience [3], [4], performance diagnosis [5] and

anomaly detection [6]–[9]. Among the tasks mentioned above,

a very important research interest is to define and find new

patterns in high-speed data streams, such as burst flows [10],

periodic flows [11], and quadratic flows [12], etc.
This paper defines a new pattern in network data streams,

namely steady flow. In practical data stream scenarios, data

stream often arrives at high speed, and each flow may appear

many times. We divide the data stream into many time

windows. Given a time window and a flow e in this window,

suppose e appears x times, we define the arrival rate of e as

x. For p continuous time windows, if the arrival rate of a flow

is non-zero and steady (the variance of arrival rate is less than

a given threshold), we call it a steady flow.

Steady flow is an important data stream pattern, and has

many applications. Below we show three typical ones. 1)

Wireless sensor network. Sink node of WSN is responsible

for collecting and processing the data from other sensor nodes.

Generally, the sensor node that sends steady flows would have

higher data reliability, which is important for data processing

of sink nodes. 2) network bandwidth pre-allocate. In the highly

dynamic network, one flow with steady connection and speed
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often means that it has higher importance than the short flows

which account for the majority of network. Thus, we can pre-

allocate the bandwidth for these flows in advance to improve

the quality of network service. 3) Steady Cache Line. In this

scenario, a flow refers to a cache line in the cache replacement

problem. A steady cache line has a higher probability of

recurrence in the next few time windows. So we can reduce the

cache thrash by avoiding steady cache line from being evicted

[13]. In addition, there are many other applications of steady

flow, for example, it also can be used for preventing network

attacks such as Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) [14], etc.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to define

steady flows, and no existing literature has provided the same

or similar definition. The related problem is finding persistent

flows [15]–[18] and K-persistent spread estimation [19]–[21].

A flow is defined as a persistent flow if the number of time

windows where it appears exceeds a given threshold [18].

Moreover, persistent flows only care whether it appears in a

window, and do not care about the size or variance of arrival

rate. Differently, steady flows focus on the size of arrival

rate and the variance of arrival rate across several continuous

windows. As a result, none of the existing schemes for mining

persistent flows can be directly used for detecting steady flows.

B. Our Proposed Solution

In this paper, in order to find steady flows, we first propose

a strawman solution composed of multiple CM sketches [22].

However, we find that there are limitations in terms of speed,

accuracy, and memory-efficiency. To address these limitations,

we propose the first version to optimize speed. Then, we

propose the second version to optimize accuracy and the third

to further optimize memory usage. Finally, we integrate the

three versions and present the final version, namely SteadyS-

ketch. Our key novelty lies in the memory optimization: reborn
technique (see Section III-D). Below we show the rationale of

the reborn technique.

The key idea of reborn technique is rebirth with offset

variance calculation. In data stream scenarios, flows with large

arrival rate are always more important than flows with small

arrival rate, but we cannot know the size of the arrival rate

in advance. Therefore, it seems that we have to use large

counters (e.g., 32 bits or even 64 bits) for all flow to record

their arrival rate. However, using large counters will make

our data structure too large to be held in a small cache. So



we aim to use small counters to record both small arrival

rates and large arrival rates. If a small counter overflows,

we regard this as a rebirth: a finite cyclic group Z256 in

theory [23]. Once the rebirth occurs, it would cause the loss

of the most significant bit of the frequency, which can further

cause the accuracy loss of variance calculation. For example,

given three counters 253, 254, and 255, suppose the incoming

flow updates the counter of 255 to 0, this is a rebirth. In

this case, the normal variance calculated by the reborn values

(Fv{253, 254, 0}=21421)1 in the counters is very large, while

actually the real variance (Fv{253, 254, 256}=2.33) is very

small. In this way, we propose the offset variance calculation.

The key idea is to offset the values in the counters by a fixed

value, and recalculate the variance of these offset values to

make the calculated variance close to the real value. In the

above example, we can offset the values {253, 254, 0} by 128,

and get {125, 126, 128} (−128 = 128 in Z256) respectively.

The variance calculated is the same as the real value, i.e.,
Fv{253, 254, 256}=Fv{125, 126, 128}. Therefore, if a flow is

a steady flow, we can always accurately report it as a steady

flow.

Further, our experimental results show that we obtain

much higher accuracy because we can accommodate much

more counters in the same memory size. Compared with the

strawman solution, SteadySketch is memory efficient, accurate

and fast: it achieves a 95% Precision Rate (PR) with 50KB

memory in the CAIDA Dataset for finding steady flows, and

the throughput has been improved by 1.73×. Finally, we

implement SteadySketch on cache replacement scenario, and

results show that SteadySketch can significantly improve the

performance of cache hit ratio. More details are provided in

Section IV. We have released our source code at GitHub [24].

Key Contributions:
• We propose and define a new problem namely finding steady

flows in data streams, which has not been studied before but

is important in many applications.

• We propose a novel sketch named SteadySketch to address

the above problem with high accuracy and high speed in

small memory.

• We conduct extensive experiments, and the results show

that our solution significantly outperforms the strawman

solution. Particularly, SteadySketch improves the precision

rate by 81.1% for finding steady flows and decreases the

Average Relative Error (ARE) by 995.3×.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT & RELATED WORK

A. Problem Statement

The symbols frequently used in this paper are shown in

Table I.

Steady refers to the situation which continues or develops

gradually without any interruptions and is not likely to change

quickly. In data streams, it manifests as the arrival rate of a

flow which fluctuates slightly around a fixed value without

1Fv(.) is the function of variance calculation and return the calculated
variance value

interruption for a period of time. Therefore, we characterize

the steady flow from two aspects: continuity and stability.

TABLE I: Symbols frequently used in this paper.

Notation Meaning
e a distinct flow in data streams

t current time window

w the number of bits or counters in each bucket

gk(.) kth hash function of the SteadyFilter

fd(.) dth hash function of the RollingSketch

P the probability of replacing the flow in stage 2

〈e, t〉 the steady flow e reported with the time window of t

〈e, ts, te〉 the persistent steady flow reported with the start time
of ts and the end time of te

Temporary steady flow: Given a data stream, we divide it

into fixed-width time windows w1, w2, w3, . . .. Given a flow

e and a variance threshold H , the arrival rate of e in the

time windows are r1, r2, r3, . . .. The function of Fv(.) is

to calculate the variance and return the variance value. If

there exist p consecutive time windows wt−p+1, . . . , wt−1, wt,

where

Fv(rt−p+1, . . . , rt−1, rt) � H

and

ri > 0, ∀i ∈ {t, t− 1, . . . , t− p+ 1}
then e is one steady flow, and we report it as < e, t >. t is

the time window of e becoming a standard steady flow.

Persistent steady flow: The data stream is divided into

multiple fixed-width time window. In each time window, there

could be multiple temporary steady flows. Given a series

of temporary steady flows {〈e1, t1〉 , 〈e2, t1〉 , 〈e1, t2〉 ...}, we

could try to merge steady flows with the same flow ID.

Persistent steady flows 〈e, t1, t2〉 will be reported, only when

the steady flows 〈e, t〉 (t1 � t � t2) are all found. It indicates

that the steady process of e lasts from t1 to t2.

B. Membership Query

Bloom filter: A Bloom filter [25] is a compact data structure

with high spatial efficiency. It uses bit groups to represent a

set concisely, and can judge whether a flow belongs to the

set. It consists of an array of m bits and is associated with

k independent hash functions. Given a flow, it is hashed to k
different mapped bits and set to 1. For membership query,

the Bloom filter checks whether all k mapped bits are 1.

Because it is space-saving and efficient, it is widely used and

has produced many variants [26]–[28].

C. Finding Frequent Flows

CM sketch: CM sketch [22] consists of d arrays Ai(1 � i �
d), each array consists of w counters, and Ai is associated with

a hash function hi(.). Given an incoming flow e, it increments

the d mapped counter Ai[hi(e)] by 1. To query e, CM sketch

only reports minimum one among the d mapped counters. CM

sketch has been widely used in many scenarios and has derived
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Fig. 1: Examples of insertion in strawman solution with 3 hash

functions and w CM sketches. The counters marked green are

frequencies of previous p time windows and the sketch CM2

is selected to represent the current time window.

many variants, such as CU [29], Count [30], and many other

typical sketches [10], [31]–[34]

Space-Saving and Unbiased Space-Saving: Both Space-

Saving [35] and Unbiased Space-Saving [36] use a data

structure called Stream-Summary to keep the top-k frequent

flows. When the Stream-Summary is full and a non-recorded

flow arrives, Space-Saving directly replaces the least frequent

flow with this new flow, while Unbiased Space-Saving uses

probability to replace the least frequent flow to achieve unbi-

ased estimation.

III. THE STEADYSKETCH

In this section, we introduce different solutions for finding

steady flows. First, we propose the strawman solution based

on CM sketch [22]. Further, we propose optimization schemes

and present the final version in III-E. Finally, we discuss the

difference of temporary and persistent steady flows, and add

a new data structure for finding persistent steady flows.

A. The Strawman Solution

As shown in Figure 1, our strawman solution is based on

CM sketch [22]. We construct the strawman solution with

w CM sketches, in which p sketches to contain the flow

information in past p time windows, one CM sketch is used

to contain the flow information of current time, and the other

is reserved for the next time window. Thus, the w must be set

greater than p+ 2.

For each incoming flow e with time window t, the CM

sketch (Section II-C) representing the current time hash it to a

bucket in each array, and increment the counters by 1. Then,

the variance of frequency is calculated by the counters of the

mapped buckets in previous p sketches. If the variance is less

than the steady threshold H , we report the steady flow 〈e, t〉.
The strawman solution could indeed be used to report steady

flows. However, its low accuracy, low throughput, and high

memory consumption make it difficult to apply in practice.

B. Speed Optimization

For calculating the variance, the strawman solution needs

multiple access to the sketches, which highly reduce the

throughput. Inspired by the principle of locality, we set the

counters in the same location of different sketches into one

bucket. Thus, we merge the multiple sketches to one sketch,

and reduce the time complexity to O(1), which greatly im-

proves the throughput.

C. Accuracy Optimization

The key idea of accuracy optimization lies in continuity

checking. It refers to checking if the flow appears consecu-

tively in previous p time windows. Due to limited memory and

hash collisions, it is hard to determine whether it is interrupted

for some small flows. Thus, we propose SteadyFilter to be

responsible for continuity checking. Inspired by the Bloom

Filter [25], we construct the buckets of array with multiple bits

to record the appearance of a flow in multiple time windows,

which greatly improve the accuracy.

D. Memory Optimization

The key novelty of this paper lies in this optimization. The

main innovation is the proposal of the reborn technique. In

SteadySketch, we reduce the counters to 8 bits and utilize

the reborn technique to deal with the overflow caused by

elephant flows. The key of reborn technique is rebirth and

offset variance calculation.

Rebirth: Inspired by the concept of group, the value of an

8-bit counter can be regarded as a finite cyclic group G =
Z256 = {0, 1, · · · , 255}. Once the frequency is greater than

255, the rebirth is triggered and the value increments from 0
again.

Offset Variance Calculation: Once the rebirth is performed,

it indicates that the frequency has not been well recorded.

Thus, we propose the offset variance calculation to ensure the

accuracy of variance calculation. First, we calculate the normal

variance using the raw data as usual. Next, we calculate the

offset variance. The innovation is that we offset the frequencies

by a fixed value: we increment the values by 128.

Example: A steady flow appears 248, 258, 260 times in three

time windows, respectively, and it is recorded as 248, 2, 4 in

counters. In the normal variance calculation, the variance result

is 13339, while the real frequency variance is 27. It is greatly

larger than the real value. In the offset variance calculation, the

frequency is recalculated as 120, 130, 132, and the variance

value is the same as the real variance.

E. Our Final Version

Integrating the above three techniques, SteadySketch in-

cludes two parts: a SteadyFilter and a RollingSketch. We

would introduce the two parts in details below.

1) SteadyFilter:
Similar to the typical Bloom filter [25], SteadyFilter consists

of k bucket arrays A1, A2, · · · , Ak, and k hash functions

g1(.), g2(.), · · · , gk(.). Each bucket consists of w bits, which

represent the appearance of a flow in w time windows. When

querying, if the ith bit in the bucket is set, it indicates that the

flow has reached in the ith time window.

Figure 2 shows the data structure of SteadyFilter with the

version of one hash function. In this figure, e1,e2 and e3 are

the flows inserted into SteadyFilter at time of t1, t2 and t3
respectively. The bits marked red represent the time windows

of t1, t2 and t3 in the mapped buckets, while the green ones
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Fig. 2: Examples of insertion in SteadyFilter with one hash

function. All the buckets are initialized to (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, · · · ,

1). The bits marked red represent the current time window,

while the green ones are previous p time windows.
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Fig. 3: Examples of insertion in RollingSketch with one hash

function. The array consist of m slots and w cells in each slot

and the parameter p is set as 4. In addition, � � � � in the

figure represent the sequence of insertion.

are the previous p time windows. If a flow is recognized as

uninterrupted and first come in the current time window, it

would be marked with Tpf , like e2 in Figure 2.

2) RollingSketch:
RollingSketch consists of d arrays, and each array is associ-

ated with a hash function. Figure 3 shows the data structure of

RollingSketch with one array, which looks like a cylinder. In

this paper, the cylinder is set to be cut into m slots, and each

slot consists of w cells. Each cell records the flow frequency

in a time window. Thus, a slot can record the flow frequencies

of w time windows.

Insertion (Algorithm 1): We first select the slots B1[f1(e)],
B2[f2(e)], · · · , Bd[fd(e)] in each array with hash functions

f1(.), f2(.), · · · , fd(.). We use the Si(1 � i � d) to denote

the slot selected in each array. Then, we select the cell Si[t%w]
and increment it by 1. The insertion process is shown in Figure
3 and marked as � � and �.

Report (Algorithm 1): First, we select the values in the cells

of Si[(t− j)%w](1 � j � p) and perform the offset variance
calculation (Section III-D) to calculate the variance V0 and

V1. Once one of the two variances is less than the threshold

H , we report the flow e as the steady flow 〈e, t〉, where t
represents the time when the flow e becomes a steady flow.

Clear Strategy (Algorithm 2): As the time window increases,

Algorithm 1: Operations Procedure for RollingSketch

Input: input a coming flow e with the timestamp t
Output: output the steady flow (e, t)

1 for i ← 1 to d do
2 B[fi(e)][t % w] + +;

3 if Tpf == 1 then
4 for j ← 1 to p do
5 tl = (t − j) %w;

G[0][j] ← min(G[0][j], B[fi(e)][tl]);
G[1][j] ← G[0][j] + 128;

6 V0 = Fv(G[0]); // Fv is the function of
variance calculation

7 V1 = Fv(G[1]);
8 if V0 < H ‖ V1 < H then
9 report steady flow < e, t >;

Algorithm 2: Clear Procedure

Input: current time window t and the time window tp
of last flow

1 if t �= tp then
2 for each i ∈ [1, d] do
3 tn = (t + 1) % w;

4 for each j ∈ [0, len(Ai)] do
5 Ai[j][tn] = 0;

6 for each j ∈ [0, len(Bi)] do
7 Bi[j][tn] = 0;

there are not enough bits and cells in each bucket to satisfy all

time windows. If we select the cells representing the current

time window to clear, we have to put the incoming packets

into the buffer queue first, which is not practical in high-speed

data streams. Therefore, we select the bits and cells of the next

time window in the SteadyFilter and RollingSketch, and set

them to 0 when the time window switches. In this way, the

clear operation can be implemented in parallel without much

impact on throughput.

3) Summary :
In SteadySketch, we separately design different processing

schemes for various types of flows in data streams as follows:

Case 1: The elephant flows. They might lead to overflows

in counters. We propose the reborn technique to offset the

accuracy loss caused by overflow.

Case 2: The medium-size flows. Their frequencies can be

well recorded and calculated by the counters normally.

Case 3: The small flows. It is hard to identify the continuity

of a flow in limited memory. In this case, we use SteadyFilter

to specifically identify the continuity of flows.

F. Finding Temporary and Persistent Steady flows

As for finding temporary steady flows, the above algorithm

is fully capable. However, it cannot effectively report persistent
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Fig. 4: Insertion examples in Stage 2 and the parameter p is

set as 5.

steady flows. Thus, we add Stage 2 after the RollingSketch

for finding persistent steady flows. Figure 4 shows the data

structure and the insertion process of stage 2. Below we show

the details.

Data Structure: Stage 2 is constructed with an array of l
buckets, and each bucket has four cells. Let Gi be the ith

bucket, and Gi[j] be the jth cell in bucket Gi. For each cell,

it is designed with the following three fields: 1) A flow_ID
field Gi[j].ID records the ID of the steady flows, and we

call the flow in the cell as the residing flow. 2) A start
time field Gi[j].ts records the start time of the steady flow

as a residing flow. 3) A recent time field Gi[j].te records

the recent time of the steady flow as a residing flow. The

duration of a steady flow is represented by the interval ΔT ,

i.e., ΔT = Gi[j].te −Gi[j].ts.

Insertion: When inserting flow e into Stage 2, we first map

the flow to a bucket Gv by computing the hash function h(e).
Next, we try to insert it. There are four cases as follows:

Case 1: Insertion. If e is not in the bucket and there is

still at least one empty cell. We select an empty cell, insert

〈e, t〉 into the bucket, and set the ID of e to Gv[j].ID, the

timestamp ts, te to t− p and t, respectively.

Case 2: Eviction. If the recent time te of the residing flow

ep in the cell is not the last time t − 1, it means that ep is

no longer steady. Thus, we report the flow ep as a persistent

steady flow 〈ep, Gv[j].ts, Gv[j].te〉. Then, the fields in cell are

replaced by [e, t− p, t], respectively.

Case 3: Increment. If e is in the bucket, and Gv[j].te equals

to t − 1. It shows that e is still steady. We increment Gv[j].te
by 1.

Case 4: Replacement. If the bucket cannot satisfy the above

three cases, it means that all flows in the bucket are still steady.

In that case, we use ΔT to find the shortest persistent steady

flow, and replace it with a certain probability. Then, we kick

the residing flow with P , and replace Gv[j].ID and Gv[j].te
with 〈e, t〉, respectively, without Gv[j].ts replacement. The

definition of P is shown in Equation (1):

P =
1

te − ts − p
(1)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

Datasets: We use a total of three real-world datasets and one

synthetic dataset as follows.

1) CAIDA Dataset: This dataset is streams of anonymized

IP traces collected by CAIDA [37]. For CAIDA Dataset, there

are around 30M flows and 900K distinct flows.

2) Campus Dataset: This dataset is comprised of IP pack-

ets captured from the network of our campus. For Campus

Dataset, there are 10M flows in total, belonging to 1M distinct

flows.

3) MAWI Dataset: This real traffic traces data is provided

by the MAWI Working Group [38]. For MAWI Dataset, there

are around 13M flows.

4) Synthetic Datasets: We generate a synthetic dataset that

follows the Zipf [39] distribution using Web Polygraph [40], an

opensource performance testing tool. For Synthetic Datasets,

there are around 32M flows, and the skewness is 1.5.

For the above datasets, we divide each dataset into multiple

time windows, and set the window size around 10K flows.

Implementation: We implement SteadySketch and the straw-

man solution in C++. The hash functions are implemented

using the 32-bit Murmur Hash (obtained from the open-source

website [41]) with different initial seeds.

Computation Platform: We conduct all the experiments on

a machine with one 8-core processor (8 threads, Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7-9700U CPU @ 3.00GHz) and 16 GB DRAM

memory. The processor has 512KB L1 cache, 2MB L2 cache

for each core, and 12MB L3 cache shared by all cores.

Metrics:
1) Precision Rate (PR): PR is the ratio of the number of

correctly steady flows to the number of steady flows reported.

2) Recall Rate (CR): CR is the ratio of the number of

correctly reported steady flows to the number of correctly

steady flows.

3) Mean Squared Error (MSE): We define the MSE as
1
n

∑n
i=1

(
Vi − V̂i

)2

, where Vi is the real variance of steady

flow ei, V̂i is the estimated variance of steady flow, and the n
is the correct number of steady flows reported.

4) Average Relative Error (ARE): We define the ARE as
1
|Ψ|

∑
ei∈Ψ

|fi−f̂i|
fi

, where fi is the real duration of persistent

steady flow ei, f̂i is its estimated duration of persistent steady

flow, and Ψ is the query set.

5) Throughput: We use Million of operations (insertions) per

second (Mops) to measure the throughput. Experiments are

repeated 10 times and the average throughput is reported.

B. Experiments on Parameter Settings

Main Parameters: 1) The number of hash functions k in

SteadyFilter; 2) The ratio r of the memory size of SteadyFilter

to the memory size of the whole SteadySketch; 3) The number

of hash functions d in GroupSketch; 4) The the variance

threshold H for the steady flows; and 5) The threshold p for

time window period.
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Parameter Settings: We set k = 3, r = 20%, d = 2, H = 5,

and p = 5.

C. Finding Temporary Steady Flows

In this section, we compare the performance of SteadyS-

ketch in finding temporary steady flows with the strawman

solutions in the metrics below.

1) PR (Figure 5(a) - 5(d)): This experiment shows that the PR
of SteadySketch is greatly outperforms the strawman solution.
We find that, on the synthetic dataset, the PR of SteadySketch

is around 83.3% higher than the strawman solution on average.

On the three real-world datasets, the PR of SteadySketch is

around 81.1% higher than the strawman solution on average.

2) CR (Figure 6(a) - 6(d)): This experiment shows that the CR
of SteadySketch is much higher than the strawman solution.
We find that, on the synthetic dataset, the CR of SteadySketch

is around 16.6% higher than the strawman solution on average.

On the three real-world datasets, the CR of SteadySketch is

around 29.9% higher than the strawman solution on average.

3) MSE (Figure 7(a) - 7(d)): This experiment shows that the
MSE of SteadySketch is obviously lower than the strawman
solution. We find that, on the synthetic dataset, the MSE

of SteadySketch is around 2.93× lower than the strawman

solution on average. On the three real-world datasets, the MSE

of SteadySketch is around 3.22× lower than the strawman

solution on average.

4) Throughput (Figure 8(a) - 8(d)): This experiment shows
that the throughput of SteadySketch is significantly higher than
the strawman solution. We find that, on the synthetic dataset,

the throughput of SteadySketch is around 1.64× higher than

the strawman solution on average. On the three real-world

datasets, the throughput of SteadySketch is around 1.62×
higher than the strawman solution on average.

Analysis: Our experimental results show that SteadySketch

achieves higher accuracy and higher throughput.

Compared with the strawman solution, SteadySketch reduce

the size of the counter to one quarter, thereby increasing the

number of counters by 4×. The reborn technique makes the

frequent flows not cause the accuracy loss of variance. Thus,

more counters in the same space without loss of accuracy

leads to the MSE variance significantly reduced. In addition,

compared with the huge superiority of strawman in precision

rate, the advantage in recall is not so significant, especially

in synthetic dataset. By comparing the results reported by

Strawman and SteadySketch, it is found that Strawman reports

dozens of times more steady flows than the groundtruth, which

contains most steady flows. The reason for this is that there

are too many small flows hash collision. As for the synthetic

dataset, it follows the Zipf distribution and the skewness is set

to 1.5. It would have more small flows compared with the real-

world dataset such as CAIDA, which makes the phenomenon

more serious.

D. Finding Persistent Steady Flows

In this section, we compare the performance of SteadyS-

ketch in finding persistent steady flows with the strawman

solutions in the metrics below. Here, m refers to the memory

of Stage 2. The total memory varies from 300KB to 600KB,

and m has been included and fixed as 150KB.

5) PR (Figure 9(a)-9(d)): This experiment shows that the PR
of SteadySketch is largely outperforms the strawman solution.
we find that the PR of SteadySketch is 53.6%, 70.6%, 43.9%,

and 62.2% higher than the strawman solution on average on

CAIDA, campus, MAWI, synthetic dataset, respectively.

6) CR (Figure 10(a)-10(d)): This experiment shows that the
CR of SteadySketch is much better than the strawman solution.
We find that the CR of SteadySketch is 34.6%, 49.1%, 27.3%,

and 41.8% higher than the strawman solution on average on

four datasets, respectively.

7) ARE (Figure 11(a)-11(d)): This experiment shows that the
ARE of SteadySketch is obviously lower than the strawman
solution. We find that the ARE of SteadySketch is 825.3×,

585.3×, 121.8×, and 2288.7× lower than the strawman solu-

tion on average, repectively. It is up to 1947× in the CAIDA

Dataset, and 5129× in the Synthetic Dataset. On average, the

ARE of SteadySketch is 955.3× smaller than the strawman

solution.

8) Throughput (Figure 12(a)-12(d)): This experiment shows
that the throughput of SteadySketch is obviously higher than
the strawman solution. We find that the throughput of SteadyS-

ketch is 1.73×, 1.78×, 1.63×, and 1.67× higher than the

strawman solution, respectively.

Analysis: As the result shows that our solution gets better

performance in accuracy, throughput and ARE. Since the

superior performance of stage 1, the flows inserted into stage 2

are in high accuracy. Compared with SteadySketch, strawman

solution reports a large number of false positive flows in stage

1, which results in lower throughput and accuracy.

E. Cache Replacement Optimization

To the best of our knowledge, modern caches often adopt

Least Recently Used (LRU) eviction strategy. In this section,

however, we creatively introduce SteadySketch to predict the

coming cache line and thus improve the cache hit rate 2. Our

success depends on a reasonable hypothesis: Once we consider

a cache line is steady, it is probably fetched in the near future.

Experimental Setup: We use LRU as the comparison replace-

ment strategy and carry out C++ simulation experiment. In our

algorithm, we divide the cache into 3 parts: A SteadySketch

(100KB, k = 3, d = 2, H = 5 and p = 5), a fully-associative

steady part and a fully-associative general part. Both the

steady part and the general part can be seen as a small LRU

cache. When we fetch a new cache line, we first insert its

address into the SteadySketch to check if it is a steady cache

line: A steady cache line will be fetched into the steady part

and will not be evicted by unsteady ones; While an unsteady

cache line will be fetched into the general part and will not

be evicted by steady ones.

Experimental on Real-World Dataset: We conduct experi-

ments on Campus dataset, and use PM% to denote the case

2The cache hit rate can be calculated as (the number of cache hits)/(the
number of memory accesses).
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Fig. 5: Temporary Steady Flows: Precision Rate (PR) vs. memory.
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Fig. 6: Temporary Steady Flows: Recall Rate (CR) vs. memory.
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Fig. 7: Temporary Steady Flows: Mean Squared Error (MSE) vs. memory.
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Fig. 8: Temporary Steady Flows: Throughput vs. memory.

when the general part takes up M% of the memory of the

cache. The experimental results are shown in Figure 13(a): We

find that under a limited cache memory, using SteadySketch

can significantly improve the cache hit rate by up to 13.02%

in a wide range of cache size. So our SteadySketch provides

a new way to optimize cache replacement problem.

Experimental On Steady-Synthetic Dataset: Our Steady-

Synthetic Dataset a mixture of steady flows and non steady

flows and has 107 flows totally. The PS(%) is the ratio of

steady flows in the dataset, while the other flows are random

flows, most of them only appear for a short time. In the

Steady-Synthetic Dataset experimental, we fix the cache size

as 12K and increase the ratio of steady flows in the dataset

to observe the cache hit rate of different algorithms. The

experimental results are shown in Figure 13(b). As we can

see, SteadySketch can significantly improve the cache hit ratio
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Fig. 9: Persistent Steady Flows: Precision Rate (PR) vs. memory.
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Fig. 10: Persistent Steady Flows: Recall Rate (PR) vs. memory.
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Fig. 11: Persistent Steady Flows: Average Relative Error (ARE) vs. memory.
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Fig. 12: Persistent Steady Flows: Throughput vs. memory.

compared with typical LRU, especially when the PM% is

relatively small. It means that the larger the proportion of

SteadySketch, the more significant the effect will be, when

the PS is set to 30%, the accuracy increased by an average of

44×.

V. CONCLUSION

Finding steady flows in high-speed data streams in real-time

is important in many applications. In this paper, we propose

a novel algorithm called SteadySketch for real-time steady

flows detection, which is fast, memory-efficient, and accurate.

Experimental results show that the SteadySketch can achieve

81.1% higher PR, 1.73× higher throughput, and up to 955.3×
lower ARE than the strawman solution. Finally, we implement

our SteadySketch on a concrete case: cache replacement, and

the experiment verifies that SteadySketch can significantly

improve the Cache hit ratio.
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Fig. 13: The Cache hit ratio comparison.
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